COASTAL MANAGEMENT JOURNAL

OCEAN ACIDIFICATION: INSIGHT FOR POLICY AND INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT

Hear from resource managers who are taking action to identify shared risks, close knowledge gaps and build resilience to climate ocean change.

Find more info here:

OA IS A GLOBAL PROBLEM WITH LOCAL IMPACTS.
WHEN STATES COLLABORATE AND SHARE INFORMATION, WE ALL BENEFIT.
“LESSONS LEARNED AND PARTNERSHIPS FORGED AT A STATE LEVEL HAVE STRENGTHENED REGIONAL ALIGNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL VISION FOR ACTION.”

— Dr. Caren Braby,
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

Read available articles:

• Opportunities for State Governments and In-Region Partners to Address Ocean Acidification Through Management and Policy Frameworks.

• Understanding and Advancing Natural Resource Management in the Context of Changing Ocean Conditions.

• Monitoring Ocean Acidification Within State Borders: Lessons Learned from Washington State.

• Capacity Building to Address Ocean Change: Organizing Across Communities of Place, Practice and Governance to Achieve Ocean Acidification and Hypoxia Resilience in Oregon.

• Community Science for Coastal Acidification Monitoring and Research.

• International and Domestic Leadership by U.S. States on Ocean Acidification.

www.oaalliance.org/coastal-management-special-issue